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CEO Update
This year’s Sorry Day Bridge Walk was held on Friday 26 May. The
event was dedicated to Steven Freeman, a young Aboriginal man
who sadly passed away whilst in custody at the AMC, on the same
day as our Sorry Day Bridge Walk last year. I was particularly
humbled to have Steven’s mother Narelle and her family present
with us on the day.

Julie Tongs OAM, CEO

The reasons for the Winnunga Sorry Day Bridge Walk, are now
more relevant and important than ever. Here in Canberra 25% of
all children in Out of Home care between the ages of 0 to 17, are
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islanders. An Aboriginal child born
in the ACT is 20 times more likely to be taken into care than a nonAboriginal child, yet we only make up around 2% of the population.
Here in Canberra we also have the highest rate of Aboriginal people incarcerated nationally.
This means the ACT locks up more Aboriginal people than Western Australia and the
Northern Territory.
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I was pleased to see around 4,000 people attended the event this year to show their
support, standing together to remember the wrongs of the past, acknowledging the ongoing
struggles of today and being committed to living in a city where no individual, family or
community gets left behind.
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Aunty Louise Brown delivered a warm welcome to country, Katrina Fanning MC’d the event
making sure all formalities ran smoothly, and Gugan Gulwan staff joined forces with the
Winnunga AHS team for the day. Thank you to all! Minister for Corrections Shane
Rattenbury, Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs Rachel Stephen-Smith
and Shadow Minister for Indigenous Affairs James Milligan were also present from the ACT
Government.
I thank all the Winnunga AHS staff for their unwavering commitment to the community and
for making events such as the Sorry Day Bridge Walk happen, your work does not go
unnoticed.
On another note, I congratulate Russell Taylor on his appointment to the position of Chair to
oversee the ACT government’s rollout of the Moss Report recommendations—the review of
the death of Steven Freeman in the AMC. I look forward to working together with Mr Taylor
and the other members of the steering committee to ensure the recommendations are
implemented appropriately and as intended.
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Introduction to Winnunga
“Winnunga 101”

2

Winnunga AHS
Winnunga Nimmityjah Aboriginal Health Service (Winnunga AHS) is an Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health Service, one of around 150 nationally.

‘Contracts are
negotiated and
managed to
ensure
compliancy,
including
through the
provision of
around 100
reports
annually to
government
and other
funding
bodies.’

Winnunga AHS is multi-accredited through Australian General Practice Accreditation
Limited (AGPAL) as well as Quality Improvement Council (QIC) and has a well proven
business model (29 years of continuous services) incorporating a strong focus on
governance, ethics, sustainability as well as robust accountability and transparency
framework.
Winnunga AHS is accountable to a vast range of funding bodies, including to ACT and
Commonwealth governments’ various departments, non government agencies as well
as other external bodies whom for example are contracted to coordinate funding on
behalf of the government. Winnunga AHS also claims Medicare for clinical services to
cover the costs associated with employing doctors as the funding received from other
sources only covers the costs of one full time GP.
Contracts are negotiated and managed to ensure compliancy, including through the
provision of around 100 reports annually to government and other legal entities.
Winnunga AHS has a proven record of sound financial management under resource
constraints and increasing pressures for demand for services.

Governance
Winnunga AHS’s capacity to deliver quality services operates under a foundation of key
governance functions. These key functions are around accountability, integrity, role
clarity, strategic direction and relationships. These governance functions oversee the
activities and structures of the organisation including around infrastructure, resources,
staffing, implementation strategy and risk frameworks. Winnunga AHS practices
proactive and efficient management of external compliance obligations. These are
mechanisms to ensure compliance with legal obligations, including contract obligations
under our Constitution and obligations to employees such as workplace health and
safety. Winnunga AHS meets and often exceeds a range of measurable standards. The
standards that Winnunga AHS is externally measured by are:
The Quality Improvement Council Standards
The Department of Health Risk Assessments
The Australian Charities and Not-for-Profit Commission Standards
The Office for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Risk Assessment Standards
Royal College of General Practitioners Accreditation Standards

Fact: Winnunga AHS is an Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Service,
one of around 150 nationally.
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Introduction to Winnunga
“Winnunga 101” (cont’d)
Winnunga AHS is a national leader in accreditation and quality improvement in
Aboriginal services. Winnunga AHS regularly undertakes continual quality improvement
activities in all areas of service delivery. This is done by taking a detailed look at
particular activities and doing a Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle.

‘We provide
integrated
client centric
services
through
comprehensive
multidisciplinary
case
management
practice and
coordination.’

Winnunga AHS maintains effective risk control and supervision routines. With these
processes in place we consistently deliver the required contract performance objectives
at all levels. Obligations in regards to reporting and transparency are also fully met.

Service Model
Winnunga AHS is a peak health and wellbeing organisation catering for the Aboriginal
population through culturally and spiritually holistic, ‘wrap around’ services in the ACT
and surrounding region. We provide integrated client centric services through
comprehensive multidisciplinary case management practice and coordination.
Each client is supported at a time by a team comprising more than one program area.
For example, it is common for GP services, in reach specialists, ancillary services and the
Social Health Team to all be working with a client together as a team to ensure the
physical, mental, emotional, spiritual and cultural considerations of the client are
attended to, in order to achieve the best possible outcome for the client, their family
and the community.
The Social Health Team is made up entirely of Aboriginal workers who often have a
pre-existing connection and/or relationship with clients. This creates cultural safety and
trust for clients which are held in high regard by both clients and workers.

Service Reach and Growth
On average, 74% of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people across Canberra access
Winnunga AHS services. In some suburbs, penetration is even deeper. A considerable
number of non-Aboriginal clients also access Winnunga AHS services.
People from 334 suburbs and 233 postcodes nationally access Winnunga AHS services.
Demand for services has increased significantly. Over the past five years with client
numbers having increased by 22%, occasions of service have increased at a
compounding average rate of 8.9% per annum; and contact per client has been
increasing at an average rate of 3.7% per annum.
The growth in services is considerably higher than that of mainstream services, e.g., the
increase in outpatient occasions of service (including community health centre services)
has varied between 3% and 7% in the mainstream services in the ACT.

Fact: People from 334 suburbs and 233 postcodes nationally access Winnunga AHS services.
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Introduction to Winnunga
“Winnunga 101” (cont’d)
The demand for current Winnunga AHS services is forecast to grow significantly in the
coming years. In 2019-20, the number of occasions of service is forecast to increase by
almost 25,000 contacts, bringing total contacts to around 71,000 per annum.
There are emerging needs for new and additional services such as child and aged care,
and expanded through care services. These are essential to meet the goals, targets and/
or recommendations from reports including Close the Gap, Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody, and incarceration targets for the ACT.

‘Winnunga
AHS is the ACT
Affiliate to the
National
Aboriginal
Community
Controlled
Health
Organisation
(NACCHO) our peak body.’

Winnunga AHS services relieve pressure on ACT mainstream services, including on
hospitals, GPs, nurses, allied health, psychiatric services, drug and alcohol, prison
support and care and protection.

Affiliate Function
Winnunga AHS is the ACT Affiliate to the National Aboriginal Community Controlled
Health Organisation (NACCHO) - our peak body. The CEO of Winnunga AHS Julie Tongs is
a director of NACCHO, and has been so for over 19 years. Julie meets regularly with a
range of decision makers and key stakeholders ensuring Aboriginal comprehensive
primary health services continue to be engaged in high level decision making process
which impact on Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Services, and ultimately the
people they serve.
The focus of this continued lobbying includes keeping barriers to accessing mainstream
health services on the agenda. Input into the development of a range of health
frameworks and plans by Julie is particularly critical, as the ACT and issues within our
jurisdiction are often forgotten Nationally.

Special guest Professor Mick Dodson at a 2016 Winnunga AHS Staff Meeting
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What a Surprise - Aboriginal Person
First to be Locked Up Under New Bail
Laws
It came as no surprise to the Canberra Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community
that the first person affected by controversial new laws introduced by the ACT
Government that allow prosecutors to lock a person up for 48 hours while they appeal
the Magistrate’s decision to grant bail, was an Aboriginal person.

‘...laws such as
this
traditionally
disproportionately impact
on the
Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islander
community.’

The new laws are widely regarded, including by the ACT Law Society, as inconsistent
with human rights and the rule of law, most particularly the presumption that no person
will be deprived of their liberty other than through a judicial process.
Those concerns would appear to have weight. As concerning however is the way in
which laws such as this traditionally disproportionately impact on the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander community. A case in point is the anti-consorting laws introduced
throughout Australia notionally to address concerns with the behaviour of motor cycle
clubs. It is apparently the case that the anti-consorting laws in NSW, for instance, have
been applied far more often to members of the Aboriginal community than to members
of motor cycle gangs.
The fear which Winnunga AHS harbours is that the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP)
will continue as it has begun.

Fact: The laws regarding when bail is granted, whether there is a presumption for or against bail in
relation to certain offences, and the procedures for applying for bail in the ACT are contained in the
Bail Act 1992.
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Steven Freeman Death Response Chair
Russell Taylor not Afraid to 'Shake Up'
Officials
Canberra Times, 24 May 2017
Katie Burgess

‘Mr Taylor said
he believes he
is as
accountable to
the community
and to Mr
Freeman's
family as he is
to the
minister.’

An Indigenous community leader with a long and distinguished career in the public
sector says he is not afraid to "shake up" reticent officials to ensure there is change in
Canberra's jail, days after another inmate's death there.
Former chief executive of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Studies Russell Taylor will oversee the ACT government's rollout of the
recommendations of the Moss Report, the review of the death of Indigenous Alexander
Maconochie Centre inmate Steven Freeman.

Russell Taylor (left).
Photo: Jeffrey Chan

Mr Taylor will independently chair an inter-directorate steering committee of ACT
government officials and community representatives and provide impartial advice to
justice minister Shane Rattenbury about the government's implementations of the Moss
Report.
Mr Taylor said he believes he is as accountable to the community and to Mr Freeman's
family as he is to the minister.
The Alexander Maconochie
Centre. Photo: Jay Cronan

Fact: Russell Taylor was appointed as a Member of the Order of Australia in the 2015.
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Steven Freeman Death Response Chair
Russell Taylor not Afraid to 'Shake Up'
Officials (cont’d)
"It's an absolutely tragedy and the Freeman family [have] had to put up with quite a bit
of trial and tribulation here, they're entitled to expect some timely responses now. If I
have to shake them up a bit I am quite prepared to do that," Mr Taylor said.

‘If I encounter
some kind of
roadblocks I
will demand
responses and
I will demand
action.’

"I owe that to the community. The community has expectations and one of those
expectations is that the recommendations are addressed as soon as practicable.
"If that means I have to upset some people or suggest that actions need to be sped up
or whatever it needs, I will say so. If I need to bring in the authority of the minster to do
something about that I will say so. If I encounter some kind of roadblocks I will demand
responses and I will demand action."
Mr Freeman died inside the prison in May 2016, with an autopsy finding a toxic amount
of methadone in his system. A coronial inquest into his death noted there was no record
he was ever using heroin.

Steven Freeman, who died while in custody
at the Alexander Maconochie Centre.
Photo: Supplied

Former integrity commissioner Philip Moss found that the treatment of Mr Freeman
was substandard and marred by a series of failings involving corrections, police, and
health authorities. He made nine recommendations, eight of which were wholly
accepted by the ACT government. His seventh recommendation called for an
investigation into the jail's methadone program.
Mr Taylor's appointment came less than 10 days after the death of another inmate in
Canberra's jail, Mark O'Connor. Mr Rattenbury and the Justice and Community Safety
Directorate have not been forthcoming with details about his death.
Mr O'Connor's death is the sixth at the prison since it opened in 2009.

Fact: Born and raised in Millers Point NSW, Mr Taylor proudly identifies as a Kamilaroi man with
family connection to La Perouse in Sydney and to traditional country in the New England area.
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Child Clinical Services Update
I am pleased to report we have
continued to strengthen our
Child Health Clinics, building on
supports further to ensure we
are able to provide an
integrated service to Winnunga
AHS clients.

‘Currently the
child
developmental
services
include a
range of
supports and
clinics which
are delivered
in a culturally
safe way.’

Every week the Winnunga AHS
Paediatric (PAED) Team which is
made up of a psychiatrist, a
Social Health Team (SHT)
Manager, paediatric nurse and a
Dr Nadeem Siddiqui, Executive Director of Clinical Services
GP, meet to review individual
clients and families who could
benefit from supports provided through Winnunga AHS child developmental services.
Currently the child developmental services include a range of supports and clinics which
are delivered in a culturally safe way. Here is some information which I hope you will
find useful.
Child Health Clinics may include for example:
* Psychological assessment and therapy delivered by a Winnunga AHS Aboriginal
psychologist. The psychologist participates in case conferencing and provides ongoing
therapies for clients and families engaged in the Child Health Clinic. The role of the
psychologist has been dedicated to solely support this function to try and meet the
current service demand.
* Audiology assessments, on site as well as through school visits, particularly focusing on
children’s speech and language prior to entering school.
* Mums and Bubs Group, delivered by the SHT which also includes supports provided by
a Maternal and Child Health (MACH) nurse and allied health engagement such as with a
speech therapist.
* Parent-child wellbeing clinic, delivered by the SHT and Psychologist together with the
Tuggeranong Child & Family Centre.
* Trauma Assessment, Response, Referral, Rehabilitation and Outreach Teams (TARROT)
clinic carried out by Dr Ngiare Brown, specifically for children within a cultural context.
* Paediatric in reach clinic delivered with Dr Tiffany.

Fact: Winnunga AHS child developmental services include a range of supports and clinics which are
delivered in a culturally safe way.
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Child Clinical Services Update (cont’d)
Other services provided under the Child Health Clinic are focussed on more intense
emotional and developmental issues, which may include:
* Case conferencing (PAED team as well as external agencies)
* Child psych assessments
* Referral to child development services
* Referral to child and adolescent mental health services
* Referral to child at risk health unit
We are hoping to in the near future also deliver as part of the Child Health Clinics an
ongoing Winnunga AHS led ‘Circle of Security’ group and I will keep you all posted on
further updates around the Child Health Clinics as well as other Winnunga AHS clinical
services.

Sorry Day Bridge Walk

Sorry Day Bridge Walk led by Julie Tongs and Steven Freeman’s Family

Aunty Louise Brown
delivered a Welcome to
Country
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Sorry Day Bridge Walk (cont’d)

Gugan Gulwan Staff
Winnunga AHS Board Director
Aunty Lynette Goodwin

Winnunga CEO Julie Tongs

Uncle Johnny Huckle
entertained children
(and adults!) again
this year

Narelle King and Julie Tongs
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Sorry Day Bridge Walk (cont’d)

Katrina Fanning kindly MC’d the day
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‘We thought,
let’s have it
open to
everyone, not
be exclusive
but be
inclusive.’
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It’s a Slam Dunk for the Winnunga
Warriors Sports Club
‘We established the
Winnunga Warriors
Basketball club (now
Winnunga Warriors
Sports Club) in 2015
because there was a lot
of interest from the
Aboriginal community,
and from other players
who were playing with
other clubs, to start an
Aboriginal basketball
team’ said founding
member and club
president Dion Devow.

Warriors girls travel to Shepparton 2017

But it didn’t stop there. The club expanded to become a melting pot of nationalities,
embracing players of all backgrounds. ‘We thought, let’s have it open to everyone, not
be exclusive but be inclusive. Let’s try to mix in with the wider community, do our bit
for reconciliation’ Mr Devow said. ‘We have players of all backgrounds, including
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders, non-Indigenous, Maori and Middle Eastern’ Mr
Devow explained.
In their inaugural season, the Club received a
funding grant from the ACT Government
which helped cover the costs of fees for the
four teams, uniforms, hire of the gym and
courts. But these days, to keep the costs to a
minimal for the players and their families, the
club does their own fundraising, receives
sponsorship and support from various
companies and organisations including
Winnunga AHS, Darkies Design and the
Gulanga Group.
Mr Devow said the significance of the support
received from Winnunga AHS was not lost on
himself or the Club. ‘If it wasn’t for Julie
Warriors and Black Eagles Shepparton 2017
Tongs and Winnunga, we wouldn’t be able to
be in the position we are now in.

Fact: Winnunga Warriors Basketball Club was awarded ‘Organisation of the Year’
at the 2016 ACT NAIDOC Awards.
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It’s a Slam Dunk for the Winnunga
Warriors Sports Club (cont’d)
We are now well established, having 10
basketball teams and four netball teams’
he said.

‘We teach
these kids to
play as a
team,
bringing
everyone
together, not
just
Aboriginal
people. We
help them to
participate in
something
positive, be
respectful and
to become
leaders’.

Not only does the Club pride itself on
being a family club but also creating
future leaders and passing on important
life skills to its members. ‘We teach these
kids to play as a team, bringing everyone
together, not just Aboriginal people. We
help them to participate in something
positive, be respectful and to become
leaders. Then there’s the training and
discipline side of things that we
Shepparton Girls 2017
emphasise, these are valuable life skills
and there’s also the healthy lifestyle component’ said Mr Devow.
You’ll find the Winnunga Warriors Sports Club training hard most nights in the
gymnasium at the Namadgi School in Kambah. The Club has shown that through hard
work and talent, they have the winning formula, on and off the courts.
‘In the ACT Basketball competition, Warriors fielded eight teams in the 2016/17 summer
season from under 10s to Men’s. Our under 10 girls were undefeated all season, and our
under 12 girls played their best, after being put up a division, just missing out on a final
berth. We had six teams who played off for the top four, with three teams winning their
grand finals’ explained under 16 and under 19 girl’s coach Rondelle Seden.
For the 2017 winter competition, the Winnunga Warriors Sports Club have entered six
netball teams in the Arawang competition and six junior and one men’s senior team in
the ACT Basketball competition. They also hope to enter a women’s team in the
upcoming competitions and plan to expand into other sports in the near future.
The Club are also hosting the Warriors Invitational NAIDOC Basketball Challenge 2017 on
Saturday 8 July and Sunday 9 July at the Belconnen Basketball Stadium. Basketball ACT
are proudly supporting the event with participating teams from local Canberra clubs as
well as teams from regional NSW and regional VIC.
If you would like to get involved with the Winnunga Warriors Sports Club or want to
know more about the tournament, they can be contacted through Facebook or by
calling Dion Devow on 0423 392 210.

Fact: Danny Morseu became the 8th inductee into the Queensland Indigenous Hall of Fame. He is
Patrick Mills’ uncle. Morseu is also a member of the Australian basketballer’s Hall of Fame.
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It’s a Slam Dunk for the Winnunga Warriors
Sports Club (cont’d)
2017 ACHIEVEMENTS
2016/17 ACT Basketball Summer Season competition – Grand Final Results


U16 Girls (division two) 26 pts defeated Weston Creek Woden Dodgers 25 pts.


U16 Boys (division three) 42 pts defeated Marist Sky 39 pts.



Men’s D grade 44 pts defeated St Edmund’s Old Boys 24 pts.

The Victorian State-Wide Aboriginal Basketball Classic
Winnunga Warriors accepted an invitation to attend the tournament, entering two junior teams into the
competition.

U16 boys Div 3 2016-17, Summer Grand Final

Men's D Grade 2016-17, Summer Grand Final Winners

Fact: U16 & U19 girl’s coach Rondelle Seden and the Winnunga Warriors Sports Club
have each been nominated for individual 2017 ACT NAIDOC Week Awards.
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In addition to
her role in the
establishment
of the
Redfern
Aboriginal
Health
Service Dr
Mayers was
also a
founding
member of
the
Aboriginal
Health and
Medical
Research
Council of
NSW and the
National
Aboriginal
and Islander
Health
Organisation
(now
NACCHO).

Living National Treasure Dr Naomi
Mayers OAM Honoured With a Doctor of
Letters by University of Sydney
Sapphire Turns to Gold
Dr Naomi Mayers, a Wiradjuri woman and one of the
pioneers of the first Aboriginal community controlled
health services in Australia, established in 1972 in
Redfern has been honoured for her outstanding
contribution to health care policy, system delivery and
access for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
In addition to her role in the establishment of the
Redfern Aboriginal Health Service Dr Mayers was also a
founding member of the Aboriginal Health and Medical
Research Council of NSW and the National Aboriginal
and Islander Health Organisation (now NACCHO). Dr
Mayers has recently retired after more than forty years
working in the Aboriginal health sector.
Dr Mayers was also a
Dr Naomi Mayers OAM
founding member of
the Sapphires, the all Aboriginal music group which
was the subject of a wonderful film of the same name
in 2012.
Like Dr Mayers, Julie Tongs is a Wiradjuri woman who
and has devoted most of her working life to Aboriginal
health care. Julie hastens to clarify that she does not at
this point have any plans to emulate Dr Mayers’
musical career.

The original Sapphires—from left, Laurel Robinson,
Naomi Mayers and Beverly Briggs

Fact: An advocate, leader and reformer, Dr Mayers has been at the forefront of change
in health service provision to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
at local, state and national levels for over 40 years.
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World No Tobacco Day
Winnunga Says No To Smoking
Smoking remains one of the major contributors to Indigenous ill-health.
In fact, smoking related illness remains responsible for one in five deaths of Aboriginal
Australians.

‘42 percent of
Indigenous
Australians
currently
smoke on a
daily basis –
that works
out to be,
almost three
times the
level for the
Australian
population as
a whole.’

With those grim statistics, there was no hesitation that
Winnunga AHS would take part in the annual World
No Tobacco Day and do our bit in tackling those
statistics on a personal level.
World Health Organisation (WHO) and partners mark
World No Tobacco Day (WNTD) by highlighting the
health and additional risks associated with tobacco
use, and advocating for effective policies to reduce
tobacco consumption.
We held our World No Tobacco Day event on 31 May
and welcomed Federal Minister for Indigenous Health,
the Hon Ken Wyatt to Winnunga for his first ever visit.
Also in attendance was Professor Tom Calma who is
the National Co-ordinator for the Tackling Indigenous
Hon Minister Ken Wyatt delivers
Smoking campaign.
his speech

The public event was well attended by invited guests,
community members and staff.

Left to right: Professor Tom Calma,
Hon Minister Ken Wyatt,
CEO Julie Tongs, Dr Sean White

Our CEO Julie Tongs said Winnunga AHS was proud to
have joined with the World Health Organisation’s
World No Tobacco Day initiative with this year again
asking people to pledge to be smoke free for 24 hours.
‘We encouraged all of Canberra and District’s
Aboriginal population who smoke to take up this
challenge’ Ms Tongs said.

Fact: Up to 10 billion cigarettes are disposed of in the environment every day!
Cigarette butts accounts for 30-40% of all items collected in coastal and urban clean-ups.
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World No Tobacco Day
Winnunga Says No To Smoking (cont’d)
Community members had the opportunity to meet and chat with Winnunga AHS’s
tobacco workers and find out more about the federally funded ‘Tackling Indigenous
Smoking program’ and Winnunga AHS’s highly successful No More Boondah program,
which has been running for over 10 years.

A number of
Winnunga
staff stepped
up for the
challenge and
successfully
went 24 hours
without
nicotine.

Participants were provided with support packs, promotional products and information
to get their no smoking
journey started or
restarted.
A number of Winnunga
AHS staff stepped up for
the challenge and
successfully went 24
hours without nicotine.
Well done and
congratulations to staff
members; Julie Tongs,
Mick Ella, Kylee Shea,
Shannon Keed,
Judy Griffiths and Christine Saddler.
Most of the pledgers have continued to cut down on the
amount of cigarettes they smoke and another has
remained smoke free.
The journey to quit smoking can be a tough one, with
each person having a different reason for why they are
trying to quit.
Winnunga AHS staff members Beth Sturgess and Mick Ella
have had different experiences with quitting smoking and
they share their inspirational stories in this newsletter.

Aunty Louise Brown and
Minister Ken Wyatt

Mick Ella pledged to quit for 24 hours as part of World No
Tobacco Day and Beth Sturgess began her no smoking
journey some months ago.

Fact: Smoking is highly addictive and as your body goes through withdrawal, you may feel
unusually anxious, hungry or irritable. These symptoms will pass after a few weeks.
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World No Tobacco Day
Winnunga Says No To Smoking (cont’d)
Winnunga staff member Mick Ella was one of those who went 24 hours without nicotine
for World No Tobacco Day.
Why did you decide to get involved, become a pledger?
To become involved, it was the right thing to do because my main goal is to give up
completely.

‘I found it
easy to stop
for 24 hours.
You do crave
but that’s
going to be
there forever
with long
term smokers
– so you
recognise
that’.

How did you find it, was it harder or easier than you thought?
I found it easy to stop for 24 hours. You do crave but that’s going to be there forever
with long term smokers – so you recognise that.
You went 24 hours without smoking, how are you going now? Are you keeping that
up? Are you smoking less?
I’m back to normal but I do have a plan which is to recommence my Champix medication
to help me stop smoking.
Would you encourage other mob to go without smoking for 24 hours or think about
quitting? What advice would you pass on?
Yes I would encourage people to give up.
There are different ways to give up, different supports such as the No More Boondah
Program, local GPs, nicotine patches from the chemist etc.
You will work out what method is best for you, like I have worked out what is best for
me.
There will be set backs. I’ve attempted to give up eight times already.
The best approach for me is taking it one step at a time. I know in the quit smoking
process, there are steps involved. There are always personal setbacks but you’ve got to
work through that – that’s what I’ve planned to do.

Fact: After week one of quitting smoking, most of the nicotine is out of your body and your sense
of taste and smell improves. After week two, the average ex-smoker will have less than two
cravings per day, each lasting less than three minutes.
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World No Tobacco Day
Winnunga Says No To Smoking (cont’d)
As at 31 May, Winnunga AHS staff member Beth Sturgess had gone 293 days without
smoking. This is Beth’s inspirational story as to why she gave up smoking.

‘When I went
home from
hospital, I
continued
with the
patches and
used them for
about four
months and
then I forgot
to put a patch
on one day
and now, I am
completely
nicotine free.’

Due to a health scare back in 2016 and admitted to hospital with severe breathing
problems I was advised by the doctor that if I continued to smoke I would not be around
for my kids or my family. So I thought hey, I am not going to let the smokes rule my life
so I quit whilst I was in hospital with Nicotine Replacement Therapy (patches).
I continued on the patches for around four months and one morning I forgot to put one
on and from then on I have been nicotine free for quite a few months now. I have my
‘Drop It App’ that motivates me each day as it tells me the following information as at
today (Friday): time without smoking: 323 days, cigarettes not smoked: 8041 and money
saved $6432.00. It is now coming up to 12 months in August since I have quit.
My family and friends are very proud of my achievement. I have a lot more energy and
am feeling a lot better in myself. I would recommend the No More Boondah program at
Winnunga, and the ongoing support from the doctors, staff members and the wider
community which has been DEADLY.
This is my story don’t let smokes be your story.

Hon Minister Ken Wyatt congratulating Beth Sturgess on
her no smoking efforts

Fact: You don’t have to quit alone – free advice and support is available every step of the way!
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World No Tobacco Day
Winnunga Says No To Smoking (cont’d)
What is the No More Boondah Program?
No More Boondah is a program that assists people to identify why they smoke, what
triggers their smoking and what strategies can help to avoid or delay their smoking.

‘This is my
story, don’t
let smokes be
your story.’

When is it held and what can I expect?
The program runs every Thursday from 11am – 12pm.
No More Boondah runs a weekly one-hour support group but can also provide phone
support, outreach and follow up for people who find it difficult to attend the weekly
session. Through Winnunga AHS GPs, we offer access to quit smoking products such as
Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT) - patches, inhalers and gum as well as oral
treatments.
How much does it cost?
Our No More Boondah is completely free – no costs involved at all.
What else should I know?
Often participants have tried to stop smoking before but are encouraged to try again,
acknowledging that it can take some people many attempts before they succeed. If you
are ready to stop smoking or you are thinking about it, we invite you to participate in
our No More Boondah program by attending the weekly session and/or participating in
phone support and outreach.
Who should I contact for more info or if I want to join?
Please contact our Tobacco Control Workers Perri Chapman, Chanel Webb or
Caitlin Towart on 6284 6222 or come see us at 63 Boolimba Crescent, Narrabundah.

Fact: The No More Boondah program is free. Through Winnunga AHS GPs, we offer access to quit
smoking products such as Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT).
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A Family’s Personal Story of Smoking
and Heart Break
I come from a family of smokers. My
parents are smokers and so are my
two brothers and sister.

‘She’d been a
smoker since
her early
teens. She
was a packet
or more,
smoker a day.
She knew she
had a bigger
fight on her
hands and
giving up
smoking was
a no brainer.’

For some reason, I chose not to be a
smoker. It was something that never
interested me.
In November/December 2016, my
Mum was diagnosed with lung
cancer.
The diagnosis was a shock and such
devastating news for our close nit
family. I can’t even begin to imagine
how Mum would’ve felt.

My Mum with all her four children. Left to right:
Mum, Davo, Karla, Andy, Me

Over the years, I’d had conversations with my Mum about her giving up smoking. She
said she wanted to give it up one day but only, one day when she was completely ready
to. She believed this was the only way to successfully give up the habit. I told her I fully
understood where she was coming from as it was the same belief I had too when I was
making changes to my life, to becoming healthier and starting a regular exercise routine.
But as soon as Mum was diagnosed, she went cold turkey and gave up smoking.
You see, not only was my Mum up against lung cancer, in her left lung, but she had stage
IV non-small cell lung cancer, the most advanced form of the disease.
Living here in Canberra and learning about Mum’s diagnosis, I felt so helpless being so
far away from my Mum and family who all lived over in Western Australia.
And, to be honest, I had so much fear. I was an emotional wreck, had many sleepless
and anxious nights and shed lots of tears at home, on the way to work, at work and on
the way home from work as I thought constantly about my Mum, what she was going
through and how I didn’t want to lose her.
But I was determined for my family to not know what I was going through and tried to
be strong, kind of hold it together, every time I spoke to them on the phone.
When I went home to Broome for Christmas, I wasn’t prepared for what I saw. Mum
was in so much pain. She could feel the tumour within her. She was reliant on oxygen.

Fact: Lung cancer is the fifth most common cancer in Australia but the most common cause of
cancer death. Lung cancer is responsible for almost one in five cancer deaths in Australia.
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A Family’s Personal Story of Smoking
and Heart Break (cont’d)
‘Undergoing
chemo
treatment
regularly
took Mum
away from
her beloved
family and
she was no
longer able to
live out on
country, both
things that
she loved and
missed
dearly.’

She was constantly coughing up phlegm and blood. She also required lots of medication.
She’d get short of breathe. She also required a push frame walker to help her move
around. She also couldn’t sleep well and when she did, she was only able to sleep on her
right side. And, in such a short time, the cancer had also aged her.
As her daughter, it was really difficult to see this transformation of my Mum in such a
short time, especially as I had only seen her in April out on country, where she lived on
her remote outstation on the Dampier Peninsular north of Broome, only eight months
earlier, and she was looking and sounding stronger than ever.
You see, my Mum was always strong
and independent but also an extremely
loving and caring woman. She was a
very proud and capable woman who
loved gardening, going fishing, hunting
for goannas and finding bush foods. She
was very proud of her culture and her
heritage. She loved her family and
country.
Mum was also admired and respected
L-R: My Mum Veronica, Me, my sister
by her larger extended family. She was a friend to
Karla and my niece Taezha-Rose
many, across the various generations. She had a
passion for helping the youth. She was everyone’s rock. She was our family’s leader. She
was our Elder.
In January 2017, my Mum commenced chemotherapy at Fiona Stanley Hospital in Perth.
Mum received two doses of chemo every week and a half. She would travel back and
forth from Broome to Perth for it. It was hard for her to be away from family and home.
I would travel from Canberra to be with her each time for her chemo treatments.
Chemo really knocked Mum around. It affected her energy levels, sense of smell, taste
and appetite. It made her feel very unwell. It would take days for her to recover each
time and to start feeling a little better. Then it would be time for the next lot.
It was an extremely difficult time for Mum too as she had two separate severe reactions
to the chemo and a new trial drug that she was trying.

Fact: The five year survival rate for people diagnosed with lung cancer is less than 14%.
There is no routine screening test for lung cancer.
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A Family’s Personal Story of Smoking
and Heart Break (cont’d)
Mum had two heart attacks, mid treatments and was hospitalised each time. Her body
took quite a beating.
To see your own Mum or any family member or a friend go through this, is really
horrible, bloody tough and I can’t even find the words to explain it without using some
choice swear words.

‘I wouldn’t
want anyone
to go through
what my
Mum went
through,
what our
family went
through.’

My beloved Mum lost her battle with lung
cancer on 26 April of this year. She fought it
until the very end.
Mum was only 57 years young. She leaves
behind a husband of 34+ years, four kids
and six granddaughters.
We love and miss her very much and not a
day goes by that we don’t think of her and
wish she was still here with us. The pain of
losing my beautiful Mum is indescribable.

My brother Andy with his youngest daughter,
three year old Maleeyah

Even though, Mum’s cancer diagnosis
devastated our family, it also had a positive impact on some of my siblings.
My brother Andy, a single dad of four young girls, had tried giving up smoking a few
times before. He had tried Champix on three separate occasions without any real
success before but it was Mum’s diagnosis that had helped him over the line. He hasn’t
smoked in over six months; his last cigarette was on 27 November 2016.
My sister Karla, who became Mum’s carer, gave up smoking at the same time as Mum
did. She started off on nicotine patches then reduced her consumption to only two
cigarettes a day. She stayed off cigarettes completely from New Year’s Eve last year until
Mum’s passing. Karla is only smoking a couple of cigarettes every now and then but
eventually hopes to give up completely.
My name is Nevanka McKeon. I work here at Winnunga AHS. I shared this personal story
about my Mum and our family’s experiences, not as a way to tell anyone how to live
their lives but as a way to hopefully, help others. If it helps you or a loved one to quit
smoking or even try to, then that’s real deadly and I wish you well! Thanks for reading.

Fact: Cigarette smoking is the major cause of lung cancer, although some people diagnosed with
lung cancer have never smoked. Occupational exposures to asbestos, radon, hydrocarbons
and metals (e.g. chromium, nickel) are also associated with lung cancer.
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Boots Donated
Darren Williams with the South Tuggeranong Knights
Masters Rugby League donated seven pairs of brand new
touch football boots to Winnunga AHS.

Gugan
Gulwan is an
Aboriginal
youth centre
located in the
ACT suburb of
Wanniassa. It
works with its
clients
through a
range of
programs
that go well
beyond the
services
provided by
most youth
centres.

Winnunga AHS has quite a few touch football teams where
we get community members involved, so the donated
boots have come in handy, particularly for some of the
younger players who can now get through training or
games if they have left theirs at home or don’t have any.
A big thank you to Darren and the South Tuggeranong
Knights Masters Rugby League - the boots have found
good homes.

Darren Williams with
Winnunga AHS Social Health
Team Manger Ian Bateman

Gugan Gulwan
2017 Youth Awards Night

Fact: Kim Davison is the Executive Director of Gugan Gulwan Youth Aboriginal Corporation,
a position she has respectfully held since May 1994.
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Evonne was
ranked the
number one
player in the
world in 1971
and 1976. She
won a total of
92 pro
tournaments,
was a finalist in
18 Grand Slam
events winning
Wimbledon
twice, the
Australian
Open four
times, the
French Open
once and was
runner up four
years in
succession at
the US Open. In
1980 Evonne
became the
first mother to
win since
Dorothy
Lambert
Chambers in
1914.

Evonne Goolagong Foundation Tennis
Come and Try Day
The Evonne Goolagong ‘Tennis Come and Try Day’ was held on 29 March 2017 in
Canberra. Here are some photos from the day.

Evonne Goolagong Cawley and Aunty Isabelle

Uncle Bomber with Evonne Goolagong Cawley

Uncle Bomber, Evonne
Goolagong Cawley and
Winnunga AHS Social
Health Team Worker
Reeion Murray

Fact: Evonne Goolagong Cawley is 12th on the list of all-time singles grand slam winners, level with
Venus Williams. She ended her career with 82 singles titles.
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Ross Fowler Nominee for the Fourth Term

ACT Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Elected
Body (ATSIEB)
My name is Ross Fowler and I have decided to run in the fourth term for the

ACT Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Elected Body. I am a Dharawal man
of my mothers’ people, with family connections to Dhungutti and
Gamilaroy peoples of NSW. As a passionate community member I would
like to continue my journey and advocate on behalf of the community and
assist where I can to make change in all aspects of our lives such as engagement, representation and advocacy,
policy and services, safe communities, governance and leadership as well as ensure our people have economic
participation and healthy homes.
Elders
As an Aboriginal man and a guest on country I will work with the elders and community leaders to ensure
culture is maintained and respected for the local ACT people. I was also involved in the development and
implementation of the first ever Elders and Community Leaders Visitation Program at the AMC, and have
worked with the United Ngunnawal Elders Council on many projects including the naming of Government s
paces, initiatives and projects.
Men
I understand the many issues facing our men in society today and the ability to help drive change for our men;
we need more structures in place to support them, guide them and a place for them to be the warriors they
need to be. As an openly gay man I also want to work with the LGBTI community. Our LGBTI community is
forgotten and I have been working with other LGBTI community members to bring about change and ensure
we are listened too.
Women
Women are important and as a man who was raised by 5 women, they are important to me. I also have three
nieces and 7 great nieces. I want to work with our community to improve circumstances our women face. I
want to continue to support our women and especially our young women and women who also identify within
the LGBTI space.
Youth
As an active community member in the youth space and a current Board member on the Gugan Gulwan Youth
Aboriginal Corporation, I also have a passion to ensure that our youth have the best possible services available.
Admittingly there is some work to do in this space and I am dedicated to working with the community and our
young people to ensure they have a voice and that this is supported.
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Ross Fowler Nominee for the Fourth Term
ACT ATSIEB (cont’d)
Our needs:
Education - By having the ability to work with all levels of the education system, and driving the importance of
our culture in schools I believe I can assist by achieving better outcomes for our young ones. Having already
managed the Education portfolio I believe with other members on the Elected Body we can make a real change
for our children and I would welcome the opportunity to continue this body of work in Term 4, especially with
the cementing the relationship between the ACT Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Consultative
Body and the Directorate.
Justice - I have a passion for social justice for both our young people and our adults. I have also had some
years as a senior policy officer working with Corrective Services and the AMC. I also lead the review into the
RCIADIC. I believe we as a community have a long way to go to make a change, but will continue to encourage
the government to work with us and not against us!
Employment - I will work with the community, our service providers and the ACT Government to create and
maintain sustainable employment for our people as well as ensure businesses are supported to thrive and
compete in the ACT market.
Housing - Work with the community and government to create further housing opportunities for our
community and our Elders. Members in the Term 3 created the Older Persons Accommodation and I hope to
achieve another complex with members in Term 4.
Disability - Continue to work with community, government and services to ensure that our children and young
people have access to programs that make change in their lives to grow health and happy community
members.
Health - Continue to support our primary health service Winnunga to address our major health priorities,
including working with the community and government to secure our own purpose built rehabilitation facility.
Our Services:
Boomanulla Oval - I will work with members, community and the government to ensure that the aspirations
for the return of Boomanulla to the community be community controlled and managed.
Gugan Gulwan Youth Aboriginal Corporation - Continue to work with Gugan, members, community and
government to ensure that we secure appropriate premises for our youth service to operate effectively.
Winnunga Nimmityjah Aboriginal Health Service - Continue to work with Winnunga, members, community
and government to ensure that the Labor Government’s election commitment to provide appropriate health
facilitates that are fit for purpose and meet the medical needs of the community.
Aboriginal Justice Centre - Continue to work with the community, members and government re-establish a
Justice Centre for our justice related matters. Continue to support ALS in the interim.
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WINNUNGA AHS
EXTENDED CLINIC OPENING HOURS

Do you find it difficult getting to Winnunga AHS
during work hours?
Come see our Doctors and Nurses during our new
extended clinic opening times.

We are now open 9am to 8pm, Monday to
Friday.
Appointments not necessary!

63 Boolimba Crescent Narrabundah
02 6284 6222
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Staff Profile
Name: Marianne Pinnington
Position: Medical Receptionist
Who is your favourite singer/band?
Too many to answer – although I love my
80s music the most.
What do you do on the weekends?
Watch footy, catch up with family &
friends, relax.
What is your favourite food?
Sunday Roast.

What do you like most about working at
Winnunga?
I love working with great colleagues and
catching up with mob all the time.

What is your pet hate?
Lying.

Who is your most respected
Aboriginal leader/hero and why?
My sister, because she has always
inspired me and who I look to for
advice all the time.

We’re on the
web!
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